
 

INFORMATION FOR RENTING DYNAMEET STUDIO PREMISES

INCLUDED IN THE RENTAL FEE:
 - Big studio with daylight, high windows and high ceiling
 - Cyclorama 10m x 6m x 4 m
 - Coffee, tea, kitchen with cooking facilities, bathroom with shower and toilet,
                chill out zone, balcony, air conditioning
 - Free parking (please, use the parking places without numbers)
 - colour paper backgrounds (you pay only if you damage it, please, 
                find the fee in the pricelist)
 - 6 people are included in price (there is a surcharge with each additional 
    person, please check the pricelist. The fee is for the whole time of your rent)

SURCHARGE:
 - Usage of FOMEI lights (fee according to the pricelist)
 - We offer assistance of our photographer with lighting setup 
    (fee according to the pricelist)

RULES OF USE OF OUR STUDIO

     We created our DYNAMEET studio, so you can feel good here. 
    It is a place where friends, photographers, creative souls, artist 
    and a lot of great people meet. To make us all feel good here, we 
    all follow some rules. That’s why we ask you to do so, too. 

 a) You can rent our studio only for full hours (no renting for 30 min, 
     45 min and so on)

 b) We understand, that you sometimes need to bring your photo 
      equipment before the photo shooting. Our chill out zone is ready 
      for you 15 min before the shooting start. 

 c) We are happy that you use our studio, and that we are fully booked 
     most of the time. However, that means, that after your photo shooting, 
     there might be another photographer waiting. So please, be respectful 
     and end your photo shooting on time. 

 d) Each started hour will be charged according to the pricelist. 



 e) Please, check the studio after your photo shooting: if all windows 
     and balconies are closed, if the air conditioning or other electric 
     devices are switched off. Thank you.

 f) If you decide to use your own photo lighting equipment, we won’t 
    stop you. However, for understandable reasons, we charge a fee 
    for the usage of your own lighting system.  

 g) Accidents happen. Equipment or tech gets broken, a light bulb 
      burns out, coffee gets spilled on a carpet, or a glass gets broken.
      So, if something like that happens to you, please, tell us about it,
      so we can fix it. Thank you.

 h)  We are human as well, so it is natural, that we like to spend our days 
       with our families and other activities we like. But on the other hand, 
       we would like to make it possible for you to use our studio also on 
       weekends and state holidays. There is always on of us on hand. 
       That is the reason, why we have a different fee for the rent of our studio 
       on weekends and state holidays. 

 i)  Is there anything you did not learn from this information about 
     our rules? Ask us about it. And if you need anything during your 
     stay here, there will be always one of us to help you.

 k)  One more little thing…for us very important. If you rent our studio
       and you find out, that you can’t make it, please let us know immediately. 
       Free cancelation or rescheduling of the reservation is possible max. 48
          hours before the rent. If you cancel your reservation later, we charge 
       the full price for the rent. Your reservation could be used by another
       photographer. But we can’t give it to anybody, if you cancel late. 
       Thank you for your understanding.

 l) You can always park free in here. Please, park your cars on unmarked
    parking places (without a number or a sign)

Enjoy your time in our studio.
 


